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0%
contains:

rocket science
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trend #1



massive technological change



infinite and free



but first, a quick maths recap…
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1 trillion



20+ trillion
transistors will be manufactured in 2019

per second



630,720,000,000,000,000,000
transistors per year

that’s



84
transistors for every grain of sand on Earth

or



23

12
Apple A12 processors

for every person

on Earth



÷ 1000’s
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1 mm2 =

171.3 million transistors*

* 5nm gate technology



2019: $379

1982:



2019: $379

1982: $22,813



2019: $379

1982: $22,813,000



2019: $379

1982: $22,813,000,000
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the impact of digital technologies…
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internet of things
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‘big data’ & analytics
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3D printing
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robotics
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artificial intelligence
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https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2016/07/29/whats-difference-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-deep-learning-ai/



https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2016/07/29/whats-difference-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-deep-learning-ai/



https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2016/07/29/whats-difference-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-deep-learning-ai/



Classical programming

Rules

Data

Answers

Machine learning Rules

Data

Answers
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AI: the good, the bad and the ugly



drug development & testing







‘digital humans’







computer vision
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US$89.99









self-driving vehicles
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most common jobs by state

http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2015/02/05/382664837/map-the-most-common-job-in-every-state





smart devices
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Samsung 1984
in 2015 in 1949











altering reality



David Letterman interviews Bill Hader, Tom Cruise and Seth Rogen…







btw, it’s not just digital technologies…
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84% less greenhouse emissions

91% less land usage

98% less water consumption

65% less energy consumption
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$46,774 $0.67



so, in a nutshell…
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trend #2



customer (r)evolution











who really gets this ?
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NZ examples ?



trend #3
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trend 1 + trend 2 + trend 3 =



disruption



“72% of 1,300 CEOs (from 11 industries and 10 
countries) believe that the next three years will be 

more critical for their industry than the last 50 years”

~ KPMG Global Survey, 2016
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what now ?



transformation 

innovation

leadership



“Business Transformation is a change 
management strategy which aims to align 

the people, process and technology
initiatives of a company more closely with its 

business strategy and vision.”
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People Processes

Technology



People Processes

Technology



Technology

Processes

People



innovation
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invention = 0 to 1
innovation= 1 to 1000
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“Innovation is not the result of thinking differently.
It is the result of thinking deliberately (in specific ways) 

about existing problems and unmet needs”

~ Andrew Razeghi
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Does the company make 
money
in ways that are different 
from
competitors or industry 
norms?

Does the company work 
with other
firms or surprising 
collaborators
to develop new offerings 
that drive
a shift from business as 
usual?

Does the 
company have a 
unique
or unusual 
organizational
structure?

What is the company 
uniquely
skilled at doing or 
delivering across
products, services, and 
platforms?

Does the company 
produce a notably
superior offering that 
dominates
market share or earns a
substantial premium?

Does the company 
make multiple
products that connect 
with one
another in unique 
ways?

Do customers rave about 
their
interactions with the 
company -
particularly those instances 
where
things went wrong and the
company somehow made
everything right?

Does the company 
deliver its
offerings to customers 
and users
in ways that challenge 
or cofound
what is usual within 
the industry?

Does the company 
have an
unusually distinct or 
vivid
identity, particularly 
compared
to its rivals?

Does the company 
take arcane,
difficult, or complex 
and make it
easy for users to 
accomplish
or master?



leadership



Source: Owyang/Crowd Companies "The Corporate Innovation Imperative: How Large Companies Avoid Disruption by Strengthening Their Ecosystem"

top innovation challenges

Source: Owyang/Crowd Companies "The Corporate Innovation Imperative: How Large Companies Avoid Disruption by Strengthening Their Ecosystem"







“Never ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, 
ever, EVER compromise your hiring.”

~ Me



autonomy



embrace failure



embrace failure



embrace experimentation



5,271
prototypes

Sir James Dyson



trust



foster creativity





“No battle plan ever survives first 
contact with the enemy”

~ Helmuth von Moltke



“Everybody has a plan until they 
get punched in the mouth”

~ Mike Tyson (supposedly)



uncertainty is a certainty









re-learning how to learn





ponder this…



it is predicted that the next 5 years will 
see the same amount of technological 

progress as the entire 20th century



what made your organisation successful in 
the past might be what kills it in the future



evolution    irrelevance



it’s time for…



revolution



so ……



who’s leading yours ?



thank you :)
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